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General comments

Gao et al. developed a workflow to automatically generate synthetic seismic data and
corresponding labels from geological and geophysical modeling, and use the synthetic
datasets to train a convolutional neural network for seismic clinoform delineation. They
verified the performance of their trained network on three different field seismic data and
found consistently good predictions on the clinoform delineation. Their work is the first
attempt of applying deep learning to stratigraphic interpretation; the workflow they
developed can also be widely applied to other geological interpretations. The manuscript is
well written, results are properly presented and clearly explained. It also suits the topic of
GMD. So I recommend it to be published with only minor corrections.

Specific comments

1. In your stratigraphic forward modeling, the thermal subsidence would change the slope
of strata temporally. When you calculate the slope model, did you use the final model
outputs from pyBadlands or the temporal outputs? If you are using the final model
outputs, the slope of strata cannot reflect the actual slope when sediments are deposited.
Do you think this would affect your automatic interpolation?

2. You added a structure-oriented smoothing layer to eliminate the holes or outliers. In
some cases, for example with a sudden change in relative sea level or sediment supply, a
sharp sequence boundary could be generated. Would the smoothing layer smooth out the
sharp boundary between topset and foreset?

Technical comments



Line 95: Change “deposition processed” to “deposition processes”.

Line 97: Change “Pybadlands” to “PyBadlands”.

Line 101: “degrades” or “retrogrades”?

Line 102: Move “The rate of accommodation change reflects the …” to Line 100, before
“When …”.

Line 104: “… is mainly related to the erosion of source domain determined by rainfall
patterns, …”.

Figure 2 caption: Change “The workflow is used to generate …” to “Workflow of generating
…”. In the second black box, the SFM also produce depth information, so the dimension
should be (X, Y, Z, N) right?

Figure 3 caption: I recommend to also cite Mckenzie (1978) for the thermal subsidence
curve.

Line 108: Change “100m x 100m” to “100 m x 100 m”. Add a space between the number
and the unit. Same applies to everywhere else.

Line 117-118: Could the narrow width in y direction guarantee no boundary effects on
your model results?

Line 130: Remove “in simulation”.

Line 135-136: Change “… because precipitation can … to the sedimentary basin” to “… by
changing the power of river streams on eroding and transport sediments to sedimentary
basins”.

Line 138: What matrix do you use to measure a stable sediment supply? Why a stable



sediment supply is required?

Line 147: I believe pyBadlands also produces paleo-depth in the outputs.

Line 262: Remove the second “by”.

Line 368-369: “The red and blue regions …” is a repeat. You can also remove this
sentence at Line 391-392.

Line 372: Did you compare with previous interpretation or just eyeballed?

Line 396: Remove the “feature” at the end.

Line 402: How to determine the structural smoothing layer?

Line 409: Change “generating the stratigraphic models” to “generating the stratigraphic
layers”.
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